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Self-Evaluation of Facility Protocols for Control Substances 

Name    ____________________  Facility  

  Administrator  

  DON  

  Date  

This is a self-assessment tool to evaluate facility policies and procedures regarding controlled substances. It is 

intended to lead discussion of best practices and to reduce diversion in the LTC setting.  

 

1. _____Does your pharmacy courier carry identification? 

2. _____Who is authorized to sign for receipt of controlled substances? 

3. _____How many people sign for receipt of controlled substances? 

4. _____Do you inspect the meds upon delivery? 

5. _____Do you reconcile the delivered meds with a packing list? 

6. _____Do you keep a packing list for facility records? 

7. _____How does your pharmacy usually package meds for delivery?  A- Cardboard box         

B- Plastic Tote          C- Tamper evident container  D- Paper bag  E- Sealed in unmarked 

plastic pouch 

8. _____Are controlled substances immediately added to facility inventory and documented? 

9. _____How are controlled substances stored? Double locked? 

10. ____How are refrigerated controlled substances stored? 

11. ____Do any residents have bedside controlled substances? How are they stored/monitored? 

12. ____Does your facility have surveillance cameras in medication storage areas? 

13. ____Who is authorized to access medication storage areas? 

14. ____Do you document completely on the MAR and the Controlled Drug Record during med- 

passes? 

15. ____Do you inventory controlled substances at shift change? 

16. ____Do you observe the medication administration completely? Was the tablet swallowed? 

Was the old patch still there when changing it? 
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17. ____Does your facility require a witness for the removal from the cart and/or administration of a 

controlled substance? 

18. ____What happens to a pill that was removed from a blister card for administration, but was 

then dropped or refused by the patient? What happens to the patch that was removed 

upon application of the subsequent patch? 

19. ____Who is involved in med destruction at your facility? Who is the witness? 

20. ____How are meds and their records stored in anticipation of destruction? 

21. ____Are records reconciled at the time of destruction? 

22. ____Does your facility allow blister cards to be fixed?  A- Tamper Tape     B-   Masking 

tape with initials   C-  Pharmacy patch on back of card with pharmacist initials 

matching initials on the pharmacy label   D- cut a slit in the foil and leave it 

23. ____How are written prescriptions for controlled substances handled before given to the 

pharmacy?  

24. ____For facilities with an Emergency Kit: Is it tamper evident? How well is its usage 

documented? How is it inventoried? How do you ensure proper access, usage, and secure 

storage of the pharmacy’s property/inventory?  

25. ____What is your facility procedure when you suspect something is not right? Is there a 

hierarchy of reporting issues? At what point do you call the police? Can the pharmacy 

help? 

26. ____Does your facility have random drug testing of employees? 

 


